PRODUCT DATA

FLOWAWAY
LIQUID DRAIN OPENER
FLOW AWAY is a powerful professional drain solvent designed to dissolve all organic obstructions on contact.
FLOW AWAY is ideal for use in commercial kitchens, apartment complexes, industrial plants, hotels and motels,
schools, food processing plants, etc.
ADVANTAGES
·
Opens Clogged Drains Fast. FLOW AWAY goes to work immediately to safely dissolve common organic stoppages such as grease. sanitary napkins, coffee grounds. soap, paper, cloths, lint, cigarette butts,
and petroleum greases.
·
Restores "Shrinking" Drain Pipe Diameter. Over the years. every pipe begins to "shrink" with the
build-up of grease deposits, soap films, soft scale, and slime. Because of the build-up. drain pipes lose their
efficiency and reach the point where they "shrink" to such an extent that they become "slow" or actually stop.
Regular applications of FLOW AWAY safely removes these deposits and eventually eliminates the
shrinkage in traps. cross pipes, elbows, and other areas near the drain openings.
·
Will Not Harm Pipes. FLOW AWAY's unique solvent action works only on organic matter. It will not
deteriorate copper, steel, or PVC pipes and fittings or rubber hardware within the system. FLOW AWAY is
neutralized when mixed with large volumes of drain water.
·
No Harmful Fumes or Unpleasant Odors. FLOW AWAY is relatively odor free and does not produce
noxious fumes. Any resulting odors will be from the actual organic substances breaking down and dissolving.
·
Concentrated Power. Because FLOW AWAY contains especially blended ingredients that weigh
twice as much as water, FLOW AWAY’s own weight carries it quickly to the source of stoppage. This feature
allows FLOW AWAY to concentrate it’s attack on stoppages in the trap and those further along the line with
little loss of activity.
·
Saves Money. FLOW AWAY should be used as a preventative maintenance product on a regular
basis to eliminate costly down time and expensive professional help.
Remove excess water from sink, drain, or toilet prior to use. Do not pour into standing water. Do not use on
aluminium or galvanized metal. Will etch acid-sensitive porcelain fixtures. Use with adequate ventilation.
NOTE: Where drain fails to open due to blockage by glass. plastic, iron, or other inorganic material, use great
caution in inserting mechanical cleaning devices since FLOW AWAY remains active until it has been thoroughly
reacted or diluted with large quantities of water. Rinse off equipment thoroughly with water after opening drain.
DANGER: POISON. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Contains sulfuric acid. Causes severe burns.
Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Wash hands or any other area thoroughly if exposed to the
concentrated liquid or diluted product. If splashed on clothing, remove garments immediately and wash skin
with soap and water.
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